29th July 2010
Run Number 154
Starting at Gardeners Arms, Woolton
The Pack: Carthief; ET; 10”; Tia Maria; FCUK; Sprog; Compo (Hare); Wigan
Pier, Anthony.
The Hare proudly showing how he had marked the trail with his tracksuit. He
also told us that the pub was a CAMRA 2010 pub but more of that later.

With almost no pavement artistry to describe the
markings the eyes were drawn to The Hare’s shoes.
His protests that they had already set a Trail were
Ignored and the RA stored up the information.
At some point Wigan Pier joined the run but it
must have been after the Flash.

The full details of the run are lost in the mists of time now but two Compo
specials stand out.
There were fences and gates galore.

Aficianados of the genre will notice that several of the fences and gates were
used in both directions. The ever Machiavellian Compo arranged several
false trails and / or Check Backs which enabled the Pack to practice their
fence sitting …. Eh I mean negotiation skills.
The other notable Compoism was a technique to really slow the FRBs down.
The trail markings were set slightly off trail which persuaded all of the FRBs at
some point to run off down a wrong trail only to be called back. Eventually
most of the FRBs learned the lesson.
The

was welcomed warmly and the return
was recorded at

The circle was called by the RA
The Hare for his efforts
FCUK for knowing the words (which ones is not recorded)
Returnees: Wigan Pier, 10”
Virgin - Anthony
Compo For his new trainers

Wigan Pier Penelope Pitstop
Compo For his unusual markings
FCUK For some reason that was again not recorded.
We retired to the pub in anticipation of some CAMRA beer.
At least one pint was sent back and the returner received a black look from
the staff for suggesting that the beer was off.

